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Abstract:  
Computational gene prediction and identifying alternatively spliced isoforms have always been a challenging task. In this 
paper, we describe the performance of three gene/exon finding programmes namely Fex, Gen view2 and Gene builder capable 
of predicting open reading frames or exons for a given set of sequences from C. elegans genome. The predicted exons were 
compared with the ‘sequencing consortium’ identified exons and degree of consensus among them is discussed. We found that 
exon prediction by Fex was similar to the consortium prediction as compared to Gen view2 and Gene builder results. 
Interestingly, some exons (six exons in five genes) predicted positive only by Fex and not by the ‘sequencing consortium’ are 
found at the C. elegans EST database. This data is critical for further debate and discussion on gene finding in C. elegans. 
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Background:       
Locating and finding coding regions from a given set of 
sequence is gene prediction and it is a challenging problem in 
post-genome era. [1] The task is to decipher the meaningful 
messages or information coded in these sequences. Several 
tools such as Gen view, GeneMark.HMM, Gene builder, 
Geneid and many others are available. [2-5] However, no 
single gene prediction algorithm has been able to predict all 
the genes with high accuracy. 
 
A number of gene finders have been used to identify new 
transcripts encoded by a single gene. This arises as a result of 
alternative splicing of new exons transcribed either from 
untranslated sequences or from intronic regions to the internal 
exons of the transcripts. Alternative splicing has been 
reported from highly divergent organisms from yeast to 
human including Caenorhabditis elegans.  [6] C. elegans is 
the first organism to have its genome completely sequenced 
and is about 97Mb with approximately 20,000 genes scattered 
in six chromosomes. [7] It is well suited for genetic studies 
and in recent years much work has been done on it taking it as 
a model system because of its gene homology with humans. 
Over the past few years several genes have been reported 
from C. elegans which give rise to multiple transcripts due to 
different splicing mechanisms either at the 3' and/or 5' region 
of the transcript. [6] Thus splicing gives rise to transcripts 
encoding either similar or different proteins having related or 
may be entirely different functions. [8] Everyday new genes 
are being identified and listed in the database. Several gene-
finding programmes have been compared and evaluated 
earlier to elucidate their predictions. Although C. elegans 
sequencing consortium has annotated the whole genomic 
sequence of C. elegans but further analysis using different 
gene finders may possibly identify large number of protein 
coding sequences not available in the database. Related 
analyses have been performed earlier [9-13] for various 
organisms other than C. elegans. Here we describe the 
comparison of exon prediction by Fex, Gen view2, Gene 
builder and with that ‘sequencing consortium’ and discuss the 
consensus among them. 
 
Methodology: 
Sequence data set 
We have downloaded the genomic sequences of 120 
hypothetical genes from 
http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Projects/C_elegans/Genomic_Seq
uence.shtml.  C. elegans Sequencing Consortium has 
predicted the whole genome of C. elegans using the 
genefinder for which functional parameters are not 
accessible to us. All the selected genes have exons ranging 
from one to six. These genes were selected from all six 
chromosomes of C. elegans, taking twenty genes from each 
chromosome. Thus, our data consisted of 120 genes 
containing 348 exons from the whole genome scattered in 
all six chromosomes.  
 
Prediction programmes 
We selected 3 gene finders namely FEX [14, 15], Gene 
Builder [4] and GeneView2 [2] for the comparative study. 
We selected these programs satisfying the following 
criteria: [1] free availability; [2] easy interface; [3] exon 
prediction with protein sequence. All programmes were 
suitable to predict genes/exons according to the organisms 
selected and could be used for human, mouse, Drosophila 
and C. elegans sequences.  
 
FEX  
It is an exon prediction programme with a web interface 
available at http://www.softberry.com/berry.phtml.  The 
FEX (Find EXon) [14, 15] programme predicts internal 
exons by linear discriminant function, evaluating open 
reading frames flanked by GT and AG base pairs (the 5' 
and 3' ends of typical introns). Potential 5'- and 3'- exons 
are predicted by corresponding discriminant functions on 
the left side of the first internal exon and on the right side 
from last internal exon, respectively. 
 
GENE BUILDER 
It is also a gene finding programme with web-based 
interface at 
http://l25.itba.mi.cnr.it/~webgene/genebuilder.html. [4] 
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and coding regions by different approaches  in combination  with similarity searches in proteins and EST databases.  
 
GEN VIEW2  
It is available at 
http://l25.itba.mi.cnr.it/~webgene/wwwgene.html. 
GenView2 system is based on prediction of splice signals 
by classification approach and coding regions by dicodon 
statistic. [2] Potential gene structure is constructed using 
dynamic programming approach.  
 
Other bioinformatics tools:   
DNA Tools  
In order to format the genomic sequences compatible for 
each programme, we used a web interface dna tool, 
available freely at http://biology.semo.edu/cgi-
bin/dnatools.pl.  
 
C. elegans EST 
To verify the existence of new exon(s) in the transcripts 





Newly predicted exon sequences were used to search EST 
database by BLASTN or TBLASTN [16] to identify any 
corresponding cDNA sequence present at 
http://www.sanger.ac.uk/cgi-
bin/blast/submitblast/c_elegans. The cDNA sequences 
identified from the database with high percentage of 
identity with new exons were further analysed to rule out 
for any genomic DNA contaminations.    
 
The evaluation methodology 
To compare the prediction of gene/exons by Fex, Gene 
Builder and Gen View2, evaluation of these programmes 
was made on the basis of their ability not only to correctly 
predict the number of exons but also accurately predict the 
annotated proteins when matched to the individual amino 
acid level. Thus the accuracy was measured at the level of 
exon and amino acid.  
 
Our evaluation methodology is based on the terms defined 
earlier [9, 13], briefly these are explained below: 
 
Actual exons: Total number of exons predicted for the 
respective genes by C. elegans Sequencing Consortium and 
submitted to the database. 
Predicted exons: Total number of exons predicted in this 
study by the exon/gene finder when genomic DNA 
sequence was analysed 
Positives: Total number of exons predicted by the 
exon/gene finder having exactly the same amino acid 
sequence as that of the exon predicted and submitted to the 
database by C. elegans Sequencing Consortium. 
Negatives: Total number of exons predicted by the 
exon/gene finder having different or missing amino acid 
sequence from that of the exons predicted and submitted to 
the database by C. elegans Sequencing Consortium. 
New exons: Total number of exons which were new 
prediction in this study and were neither identified nor 
predicted earlier by C. elegans Sequencing Consortium. 
Degree of consensus: Percentage similarity between amino 
acid sequences encoded by the exons predicted by exon/gene 
finding programmes with that already predicted actual exons 
by C. elegans Sequence Consortium. 
 
Results and discussion:  
Relative accuracy in exon predictions 
With the development of genome sequence for many 
organisms, more and more raw sequences need to be 
annotated correctly. To predict the protein coding exons and 
genes, a number of programmes have been developed. [17, 
18] Selecting the best gene and/or exon predicting programme 
claiming to be highly specific and accurate for the organism 
of interest could be difficult. Secondly, the programmes used 
in exon identification are generally tuned for specific 
organism. Although lot of work has been done in this 
direction to identify the best exon predicting programme for 
different organisms but yet incomplete information is 
available for most of the organisms including nematode C. 
elegans. Our approach was to identify the best exon prediction 
tool available among the several possible programmes which 
may be the best suited for gene/exon predictions for C. 
elegans. We selected the programs satisfying the following 
criteria: [1] free availability; [2] easy interface; [3] exon 
prediction with protein sequence and [4]  well suited for 
several organisms including C. elegans. The three 
programmes we selected which fulfilled the above criteria 
were Fex, Gene builder and Gen view2 from among several 
others.  
 
In order to perform the analysis, we selected 120 genes 
scattered in all six chromosomes of C. elegans from the C. 
elegans database. C. elegans dataset itself is predicted by 
Sequencing Consortium using certain genefinder for which 
details are not available. All genes selected for this study had 
number of exons ranging from one to six (Fig.1). For 
gene/exon predictions, the genomic sequence containing 
upstream untranslated region and complete gene including 
exons and intron as defined by C. elegans Sequencing 
Consortium was selected for each gene. A comparative 
performance of the exon/gene predicting programmes 
including various parameters have been clearly demonstrated 
in table 1. As apparent from table 1, total number of exons 
predicted by Fex was 384 against 348 exons predicted by C. 
elegans Sequencing Consortium. Gene Builder and Gen 
View2 predicted only 149 and 72 exons respectively. Fex 
prediction has outperformed the other selected exon prediction 
programmes with the highest number of positives 283 
followed by Gene builder 77 and lastly Gen view2 55 out of 
348 exons. In comparison with Gene Builder and Gen View2 
which predicted large number of negative exons 162 and 230 
respectively, Fex had only 63 negative exons with respect to 
the total number of exons established by C. elegans 
Sequencing Consortium. 
 
To understand the accuracy of these gene finders, a term 
“degree of consensus” was defined, which is a measure of 
degree of similarity between amino acid sequence encoded by 
the exon predicted by exon/gene finding programmes and that 
already predicted and reported in the C. elegans sequence 
dataset by C. elegans Sequencing Consortium. It was very 
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very high degree of consensus with C. elegans Sequencing 
Consortium predicted dataset as compared to the exons 
predicted by Gene Builder and Gen View2 (Table 1). Gen 
Builder successfully predicted exons with a considerable 
degree of consensus whereas the performance of Gen View2 
was relatively poor. Gen View2 was found to have the least 
degree of consensus with C. elegans Sequencing Consortium 
predicted dataset among the three prediction programmes.  
 
 
Figure 1:  A plot between number of exons and number of genes. A chart showing number of genes having varying number 




Figure 2: Homology of the Fex predicted exons with cDNA sequences of C. elegans EST database. Sequences were 
compared by TBLASTN computer-based sequence analysis. [16] Hypothetical gene name designated by C. elegans 
sequencing consortium is given in bold letters and amino acid sequence predicted by Fex is given next to the hypothetical 
gene name in bracket. Newly predicted exons were compared with cDNA sequences separately. Numbers on the left and 
right side of amino acid sequences indicate the position of these amino acid residues in the exons predicted by Fex (query) 
and cDNA hits (yk series) during TBLASTN search. Names of each cDNA clone are mentioned on the left side and their 
EMBL accession numbers are given on the right side of the aligned sequences. Bioinformation by Biomedical Informatics Publishing Group                            open access 
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Parameters  FEX  GEN VIEW2  GENE BUILDER 
Actual exons  348  348  348 
Predicted exons  384  72  149 
Positives 283 55  77 
Negatives 63  230  162 
New exons  101  17  72 
Degree of consensus  0.73  0.76  0.51 
Table 1: Comparison of various parameters for three exon predicting programmes: A comparative view of essential 
parameters including positives, negatives and degree of consensus for three gene/exon predicting programmes to ensure the 
accuracy in their predictions 
 
We have also found a large number of new exons 
prediction in this study, maximum by Fex (101) followed 
by Gene Builder (72) and lastly Gen View2 (17), which did 
not match the already established exons. New exons 
prediction was of special interest because these could be 
very important and may possibly be involved in generating 
new transcripts not identified or predicted by C. elegans 
Sequencing Consortium. Since the C. elegans genome data 
is itself predicted, it is likely possible that the actual 
number of genes present in the genome may be 
underestimated. Negative prediction was least for Fex and 
was highest for Gen View2, indicated that Fex could 
predict most of the exons predicted by C. elegans 
Sequencing Consortium to very high accuracy. Thus, with 
these analyses, we have found that the exon prediction by 
Fex was better than Gen Builder and Gen View2 for C. 
elegans genome with a very high degree of consensus with 
that of the sequences predicted by C. elegans Sequencing 
Consortium.  
 
Identification of ESTs corresponding to new exons 
predicted by Fex 
The completion of C. elegans genome sequencing project 
and the rapid increase in the size of Expressed Sequence 
Tag (EST) databases has lead to the discovery of multiple 
transcripts including alternatively spliced transcripts. 
Recently, many genes having multiple transcripts have been 
shown to exist in the nematode C. elegans. While analyzing 
genome sequence using any gene finder, prediction of 
multiple transcripts is particularly problematic. However, it 
was demonstrated clearly that the transcripts predicted for 
any gene using bioinformatics tools could be correctly 
identified and characterized. [6]  
 
In order to verify the existence of new exons predicted by 
Fex, Gen Builder and Gen View2 and not by C. elegans 
Sequencing Consortium, we searched C. elegans EST 
database at http://www.sanger.ac.uk/cgi-
bin/blast/submitblast/c_elegans. This search was performed 
at the level of nucleotide by BLASTN or at the level of 
amino acid sequences after translating the database 
sequences by TBLASTN. C. elegans EST database 
represents only about 1% of the total expressed genes. The 
new exons predicted by Gen View2 and Gene Builder 
failed to identify any corresponding cDNA sequence in 
EST database suggested that either the exon prediction was 
not correct or due to incomplete EST dataset. However, we 
have identified several ESTs namely yk81f11.5, yk670g5.5, 
yk608c3.5, yk619b6.5, yk486g3.5, yk307a11.5, yk202a2.5, 
yk358h10.5, yk326e10.5 and yk508c1.5 from C. elegans 
EST database corresponding to the new exons 
predicted/identified only FEX (Figure 2). The EST sequences 
identified (using new exons predicted by Fex) have very high 
identity at the levels of nucleotide (data not shown) and 
conceptual translated amino acids sequences (Fig 2). These 
new exons were neither identified nor annotated/predicted 
earlier in any transcript. Presence of new exons containing 
cDNA in EST database identified the presence of new 
transcripts encoded by C. elegans genome. Thus, 
identification of new transcripts using combined approaches 
i.e. Fex prediction and EST dataset searches will certainly 
increase the number of expressed genes in C. elegans dataset. 
 
Conclusion:  
In the present study, we have found that Fex was capable of 
predicting/identifying new exons not identified or detected 
earlier. These new exons were confirmed by identifying 
cDNA clones (from EST database) having such new exons, 
confirming new transcripts. Therefore, in addition to the 
genefinder used by C. elegans Sequencing Consortium, Fex 
prediction should also be considered for identifying the 
transcripts that arise from any gene. So, further studies using 
these programmes including Fex will help us in identifying 
novel and/or rarely represented transcripts not identified or 
characterized by other gene finders.  
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